Training excellence. Logwin Austria nominated as "Training Company of the Year"

Grevenmacher (Luxembourg). Training and further education are cornerstones in Logwin's ongoing corporate development. Logwin has now been officially recognised in Austria for its exceptional achievements in training. In November 2018, the Salzburg Chamber of Commerce nominated the company as "Training Company of the Year" in the category of medium-sized companies. The nomination was based on Logwin's traineeship concept and its very positive traineeship record.

In keeping with the Group-wide approach, Logwin Austria focuses on promoting young talent and providing training in forwarding agency, forwarding logistics and operational logistics. At its training academy, Logwin provides fully integrated courses as well as the traditional dual-system training. The aim is to recognise the potential of each individual trainee and to help trainees develop according to their strengths. Joint activities, such as annual trainee days, bond the trainees together as a team, promote social and personal skills and help establish a personal internal network during the training phase.
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About Logwin AG
Logwin AG (Grevenmacher, Luxembourg) provides efficient logistics and transport solutions for its customers from industry and trade. In 2017, the group generated sales of EUR 1.1bn and currently employs about 4,400 staff. Logwin operates in all main markets worldwide and has around 190 locations on six continents. With its two business segments Solutions and Air + Ocean, Logwin AG is one of the leaders in the market.

Logwin AG is listed in the Prime Standard of the Deutsche Börse. The majority shareholder is DELTON Logistics S.à r.l. (Grevenmacher, Luxembourg).
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